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Congratulations for being selected artist for

our interview program. Your art seems to be a

bridge between post-human and nature.Do

you feeling any mission on the contemporary

art market? 

How do you convey messages with your

audiences? 

Yes. Thank you so much for asking me to be part

of these interviews, I really like the initiative!

 A bridge between post-human an nature, that is

a nice way to describe it. I’ve started this

particular project during the pandemic, because

as social media is on its peak of popularity, it

became even more important when social

contact was restricted to our screens in the

virtual world. 

I wanted to act against the growing obsession

on how we look, and how others see us online,

the selfie tendency that makes us ever so

insecure and narcissistic at the same time.

Although we preach feminism through a new

sense of liberation of the body and sexuality in

women, I think we fail to find a new and more

integer visual language for it. We keep

displaying our bodies online in a largely

conformist male gaze kind of way. Sexist and

eliciting desire, as a means to attain value. 

I think this is a toxic mechanism and with my

project I decided to challenge myself to escape

from this perspective of myself and my own

female body. The work intends to create a new

visual language that speaks more to who we are

as a human, unifying body, soul and nature and

generating a new appreciation for ourselves as

women, without the body as a mere sexual

selling point. 

I feel they are as much a part of the work and I

am designing a publication in which I use my

images together with my words. 

I write a lot of poetry, reflections and questions

on my motivation for the project. I always try to

incorporate those writings into the work on

social media. 



Where do you find your inspirations? 

Modern (online) culture & human behavior. I

have always been very interested in how we

relate to ourselves and to others, studying a

lot of psychology around the subject, such as

the mirror stage theory from Jaques Lacan. I

also get inspired by a lot of classic references

of how the female body is portrayed in art

over time. 

What is next move for your art? Solo show,

residency or festivals... 

Well, I have a few big projects on the horizon!

For one, I want to create a lot of new imagery

and to start including more women in my

work, and not use only myself as the model &

photographer in one, although that has been a

very fruitful and even a therapeutic process. 

I am also working on my first publication, as I

mentioned, which I am very excited about!

The book form will give it another dimension,

merging all stages of the project into one

work. And last but not least, I am going to

London in spring next year as I was asked to

be part of the CLUSTER - LONDON Collective

for the upcoming year, showing the project

during their Art Fair 2022 in the London OXO

WHARF Tower. 

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold

Modern will realize many international art

festivals around Europe. Would you like to

join us? 

I absolutely love working with you, and I hope

that this interview can be the first but not our

last collaboration! 




